Jodi Roberts and Cornell Kinderknecht create a musical evening to touch your soul and bring peace, joy and beauty to your life. On a full moon eve we celebrate the bigger universe in which we all live and honor our place and purpose in this world.

**Jodi Roberts** is a sound healing catalyst for transformation, ceremonial concert musician, and recording artist using the sound of Tibetan bowls, temple bells, and Chinese gongs to weave meditative, ceremonial musical experiences. She plays instruments that express the beauty and resonance of nature and the universe channeling her years of indigenous healing and sacred studies into musical sound healing, peace, and oneness. She has 20 years of experience and training in mindfulness and meditation techniques for stress reduction, energy healing, transformational healing, and psychodrama techniques. She is the first sound healing/meditation specialist for the Ft. Hood Army Warrior Combat Stress RESET Program in Killeen TX.

**Cornell Kinderknecht** is an award-nominated recording artist, performer and teacher of historic and world flutes. His unique music draws from his experience in the genres of classical, pop, world and folk music. He is a frequent presenter of music workshops throughout the U.S. By combining musical artistry with his training in meditation and relaxation techniques, Cornell creates experiences that are heart-opening, welcoming, and comforting while at the same time exquisitely beautiful.

www.sacredinspiration.com

Please RSVP Jodi 512-788-1236 or Dottie 512-327-7338
Call Dottie for directions